
Introducing The ELITE 

Young Professional Workshop Series

WHO  ARE  THESE  

GOOD  LOOKING  PEOPLE  IN  THE  PHOTOS ?

The photos lining the left side of this page are the BETA participants

for The Elite Young Professional (YP) Workshop Series that is in the

final stages of design for Creating Community, LLC.  

If you have been reading the past newsletters, you know this process

started with 25 phone calls to elite young professionals from across

the United States to gain an understanding of what challenges they

have, based on age, within their organizations.  Once these calls

were completed and themes emerged, the design of The Elite YP

Workshop Series began. 

Having already spent two weeks with this epic group of young

professionals, we have already learned the workshop needs to be

four weeks vs. the three weeks that was first decided upon.  The

conversations and topics being discussed on communication, intent,

values, and branding are insightful and require more time. 

In addition to insights, MANY laughs and connections were made -

nearly instantaneously.  The idea of brining young professionals into

their own training has proved to provide a safe, inclusive, and lively

space to not only have important conversations, but to also

coordinate matching outfits behind my back :).  
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The ELITE YP Workshop series will officially be offered to young

professionals everywhere starting in February of 2021.  Please head

to:  https://www.anniefrisoli.com/eliteyoungprofessional 

for more details and to register!

http://www.anniefrisoli.com/
https://www.anniefrisoli.com/eliteyoungprofessional


What's Ahead?

As a skilled presenter with over 10,000 hours of facilitation, I would be honored to have you in one of the

online workshops, host a workshop or retreat for your organization, or participate in training or presenting

for your conference or event.  Please feel free to head to the website for more information or contact
me directly at 614.421.8074 or anniefrisoli@gmail.com. 

"We worked with Annie on one of our staff retreats. It was both engaging and insightful. Our

team is utilizing the outcomes from the retreat to help with our goals for next year and

continued organizational improvement."

Stephen Bentley, Assistant Director - Parks, Recreation & Cultural Resources Department

TESTIMONIAL

Annie is funny, authentic, engaging and genuinely interested in us as individuals and professionals.

L.I.T. was an all-around refreshing workshop series and honestly one of the best uses of my

professional development time in my career. Developing connections through more traditional

professional settings can take years of attending conferences so having a new network by just

logging onto the computer has been amazing. I am so thankful for this opportunity and will

recommend it to all my friends and colleagues!

Jessica Burke, Education Program Coordinator, Texas Recreation & Parks Society

STILL A FEW SLOTS LEFT IN THE

JANUARY L.I.T. WORKSHOP SERIES -

and if you are planning further into

2021, March and May dates have been

released, please go to:

www.CreatingCommunityLLC.com to

register.

Special thanks to the L.I.T.

participants who participated in

the November Community

Conversations, you all continue

to inspire me!  

Special thanks to Maryland

Parks and Recreation

Association and Ohio Parks and

Recreation Association for

allowing me to speak to your

members on Innovation.

Special thanks to the City of

Ottawa (Canada) to present on

Resiliency & Community to your

resilient employees.

Special thanks to the City of

Raleigh, Prince George's County,

and Festevents Norfolk for

hosting staff trainings - how

WONDERFUL to have connected

with your teams!!

Special thanks to Virginia's

Leadership Training Institute for

allowing me to speak to your

recreation leaders  on the

concept of developing

COMMUNITY!

Gratitude.
THREE Experience Design Trainings

have been released for 2021.  Join this

two-hour session to gain INTENTIONAL

design strategies for your online or face-

to-face training, meetings, classes, or

programs. Please click HERE for more

information.

"Annie facilitated her Experience Design

session with my staff. It was engaging,

energetic and insightful. Understanding

that as professionals we have had to

adjust how we collaborate with our

stakeholder this session has helped our

staff design engagement more

intentionally." - 

City of Raleigh

https://www.anniefrisoli.com/litworkshops
https://www.anniefrisoli.com/experiencedesign

